DIRECT VIEW LED TECHNOLOGY - INDOOR & OUTDOOR

Unilumin’s direct view LED panels are available in front or rear service options, convex or concave curves - providing flexibility, ease of installation, operation, and maintenance. Unilumin aims to provide comprehensive solutions for: Security Monitoring, Broadcasting Rooms, Video Conferencing, and Control Rooms.

ABOUT UNILUMIN

Unilumin is the leading direct view LED video wall manufacturer in the world - providing complete Indoor/Outdoor LED solutions for digital signage, Retail, Broadcast, Video Conferencing, Executive Boardrooms, Sport Stadiums, Artistic/Architectural, and Control Rooms. Established in 2004, Unilumin is the first publicly traded Chinese LED display company with more than 210,000 sq ft standard plant area and advanced automatic assembly lines and 2,000+ employees worldwide.

TECHNOLOGY/DEMO CENTERS - WEST COAST & EAST COAST

Visit our state-of-the-art technology centers in San Francisco and NYC to experience the vivid color Unilumin LED panels in varying pixel pitches. Discuss personalized solutions with the JB&A and Unilumin team.

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT: UPANELS

UPANELS 0.9 / 1.2 / 1.5 / 1.9 / 2.25 mm

UPanelS mechanical design provides the capability to mount directly onto a load bearing flat wall without the need of a high cost 3rd party custom mount solution. Rated at 100K+ hours, you are guaranteed a longer life expectancy than that of traditional flat panel displays or DLP projection technologies that are typically used in large format video wall arrays.
UNILUMIN PRODUCT LINE

**UPanelS**
- 0.9mm
- 1.2mm
- 1.5mm
- 1.9mm
- 2.5mm

**UPadIII**
- 2.6mm
- *3.9mm
- *4.8mm
- *5.9mm

**UPadIII H**
- *5.9mm
- *4.8mm

**Unano**
- 1.3mm
- 1.8mm
- 2.3mm

**UtileIII**
- *3.9mm
- *4.8mm
- *5.9mm

**USlim**
- 1.9mm
- 2.6mm
- *3.9mm
- *4.8mm

**USurfaceII**
- *6.7mm
- *8.3mm
- *10mm
- *16.7mm

**UPadIV**
- 2.6mm

**USports**
- MA6.25 / MA8.33 / MB6.25
- MB8.33 / MB10.417 / MC6.25
- MC8.33 / MC10.417 / *SC166
- *X8.33 / *X10.417 / *X12.5mm

*Pitches available for outdoor applications

CASE STUDY REFERENCES

**Christ Place Church**
- UPadIII

**The LINQ Hotel & Casino**
- Uslim 2.6mm

**Statue of Liberty**
- UPanelS 1.5mm

**Sharonview Federal Credit Union**
- Uslim 2.6mm

**Gilead Pharmaceutical**
- UpanelS 0.9mm

**FEED THE NEED Drive-In Concert**
- UtileIII 4.8mm Outdoor

Contact JB&A | 415.256.2800 | sales@jbanda.com | https://jbanda.com